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To,

cp/c-

The CMD,

ONGC,
Pt. Dindayal Upadhyay Urja Bhavan,
5, Nelson Mandela Marg,

Vasant Kunj,
New Delhi.

The Director (Offshoref

,

The Director lT&FSl,
The Director (Flnance),
The Director (HR|,

Sub: Nonpa5rment of "M/s. Comprehensive Support Services pvt.
Ltd." offshore catering contractor for five months.
Respected Sir,
It has been brought to our notice that the pq.m.ent towards catering
rendered for rigs S/Ratna, S/Uday, S/ Shaliti by the above caterer
is
pending for five months, by the end of this montl.r it will be six
mo'ths.

The rate in the present contract per day per person is Rs. gl1/_
(Rupees Eight Hundred Eleven Only). your authoritv can gauge
the
seriousness as on any day there are more than ninety pa."oaa
onboard. The back-log amount is mounting to more than two
crores

The decision of splitting the procedure of initiating the contracts
and
settling the dues was highly impractical with no vision of
consequences, today we understand the issue/ clifferences
is about who

will make the payment to the contractor, this is how the officers;
concerned value their responsibilities th.:r e is nothing called

accountability, most unfortunate part is whLln' we are already rolling
into the sixth month, settling things is yet to be decided.
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It may sound offensive, but we cannot stop ourselves from bringing to

the notice of such officers that OIL & GAS is our bread and butter and
WOU accounts to more tt..an 65oh of ONGCs production and all this
mainly comes from offshore , we take one more step ahead asking
these officers how many of them have encountered acSidents while on
dut5r sacrihcing their lives, yet after witnessing such accidents offshore
gorng personal have not stopped going to offshore, seeking transfers,
questioning am I singularly responsible to risk my life. Seating in the
rvory tower we are so casual with our attitude with this people.

It's heart breaking to learn just two days back

committee was
constituted consisting three directors to take a decision. trIhen the
awarding of the said contract has no anomalies in its procedure
and policies are in place that an advance can be given reference to
the pending dues, why such a step cannot be taken without delay,
so as to maintain a continuity of the services.
Every concerned authority in base has given no thought of catering
position on the Rig which is deteriorating day by day. As per catering
contract provision, one food box has to be sent in a week on the Rig. At
present only half of the food box is sent on the Rig which is creating
shortage ol green vegetables, fruits, dry provision, non_veg items on all
three Rigs.

It is surprising to note that green vegetables, even chilies, coriander.
lemon, curry leaves are sent by helicopter to all three rigs. Cost of
these green vegetables including chilies, coriander, lemon etc. is
negligible in the market but by sending these items by hericopters it

costs Rs. 200 to Rs.30O per Kg as helicopter freight charges are Rs.
200 per kg. Compromising crew members to accommodate green
vegetable in the chopper. A1l these avoidable expenditures incurred
and blatant irregularities goes unquestioned.

Sir, as the crew members on the Rig is not getting proper catering
service, worst will have to work with half stomach, uncertainty looming
large concerning the payments, not only widely spoken, it is known
fact that the caterer has served the notice of discontinuing his
food supply on all the three rigs from l't October 2O19, we are left
with no option but to go on ',Hunger Strike,' within seven davs of
issuance of this letter.
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Your esteemed authority is requested to kindly iook into the matter
before situation on the Rigs worsens and we move into the
uncomfortable zone of proceeding on hunger strike, please direct the
concern authorities for early pa5ment of catering contractor at least
part payment as advance towards final settlement, so that proper
catering service can be made available on the Rig.
you,

thfully,

e/e

(Pradeep
kar)
General Secretary
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Copy to:
1.
ED - Chief ER, ONGC, Green Hills, Dehradun. Uttaranchal.
2. CVO - PDDU Bhavan, N M Marg, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi
ED - Chief Securit5z, ONGC, DUU Bhavan, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi.
ED - HRO, ONGC-WOU, NBP Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mumbai 51.
5. ED - CDS, ONGC-WOU, 11 High, Sion, Mumbai 17.
6. ED - HDS, ONGC-WOU, 11 High, Sion, Mumbai 12.
7. ED Plant Manager, ONGC-WOU, LPG Plant, Uran, Raigad.
8. ED Plant Manager, ONGC-WOU, LPG Plant, Hazira, Surat
9. ED MH Asset, ONGC-WOU, V. Bhavan, Bandra East, Mumbai 51.
10.
ED N&H Asset, ONGC WOU, V. Bhavan, Bandra East, Mumbai 51.
11.
ED B&S Asset, ONGC-WOU, V. Bhavan, Bandra trast, Mumbai 51.
_-+ 12. OGGM Basin Manager, ONGC-WOU, NBP Gr. Hts., BKC, Mumbai
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GGM - Head (HRD), ONGC, Green hills, Dehradun, Uttaranchal.
GGM - Support Manager, NBP Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mumbai 51.
GM Vigilance, NBP Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mumbai 51.
Area Manager MH-South, MH-North, B&S Asset, N&H Asset.
Rig Managers S/Ratna, S/Kiran, S/Uday, S/Shakti, S/Gaurav,

19.
20.
U\o9<.
'
' '/ 21.

S/Vrjay, S/Joyti, S/Bhushan
Inchrge HR-ER, MH Asset, B&S Asset, N&H Asset, Services, RO
LPG Uran Plant, LPG Hazira Plant, WOB, NSB,
Panvel -Phase II
GM - I/c, Corporate IR, ONGC, Green Hills, Dehradun. Uttaranchal.
GM - l/c IR, ONGC-WOU, NBP Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mumbai 51.
DY CLC(CL), Shram Raksha Bhavan, Chunabhatti, Sion, Mumbai 22.

13.

14.
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18.

